
LOOP-LOC LUXURY LINER 
MEASURE FORM 

Please fill out all parts of the measure forms with your Company 
name, Dealer Code, and Job name on each sheet.  Make sure to 
indicate the fit options required for the liner on form 2*. All liners will 
be designed with a standard fit unless another fit option is selected.

*Full fit – Liner is slightly larger than standard and can easily be installed in 
colder temperature areas.  Not recommended for warm weather climates. 
*Extra Snug – Liner will be designed slightly tighter: when confronted with a 
roughly defined pool bottom, and will lessen the chances of wrinkling.  Not 
recommended for installation in cold weather. 

Submit parts 1 & 2 of measure form for all liner estimates 
and orders. 

*For basic rectangles or True Ovals, with no steps or extensions you
need only to submit these two parts. 

Submit Part 1A if extended service contract is wanted. 

Submit part 3 of measure form if pool is a True-Ell, Lazy-Ell, 
Grecian, or if the pool has a roman end.

Submit part 4 of measure form if pool contains a step or 
bench section. 

Submit part 5 of measure form for all other types of pools 
with your AB measurements. 

Loop-loc is not responsible for designing your pool liner floor in regards to safety 
or pool type classification.  Check with your diving board manufacturer in regards 
to type classification and to determine if your pool meets APSP and ANSI 
standards.  To contact APSP: 2111 Eisenhower Ave., Suite 500, Alexandria, VA 
22314 (703) 838-0083 

LOOP LOC LTD. 
390 MOTOR PARKWAY 

HAUPPAUGE, NY 11788 
1-800-LOC-LOOP IN NYS 631-582-2626 
FAX 631-582-2636 WWW.LOOPLOC.COM



Wall Pattern:     28 20 Floor Pattern:    28 20

LOOP-LOC LUXURY LINER
MEASURING FORM

DEALER INFORMATION

DEALER CODE:___________ DATE:_________________

COMPANY NAME: __________________________________

ADDRESS: ________________________________________

CITY: __________________  STATE:________ ZIP:________

JOB NAME: ______________________________

PO#:__________________________________

SHIPPING INSTRUCTIONS
SHIP TO:____________________________________________

ADDRESS: _________________________________________

CITY: _________________  STATE:_______ ZIP:___________

SHIP VIA
BEST WAY
AIR SERVICE:          Overnight        2nd Day         3rd Day
CUSTOMER PICK-UP
MOTOR FREIGHT - Please specify carrier: _________

Atlantic Wave w/ Blue Beach Pebble 28/20
Corsica w/ Midnight Blue Granite 28/20     
Costa Maya w/ Caribbean Beachglass 20Only

Hampton Blue w/ Blue Beach Pebble 28/20
Ixtapa w/ Caribbean Beachglass 28/20
Malta w/ Sea Blue 28/20
Mediterranean w/ Aquaria 28/20
Monaco w/ Tonga Reef 28/20*
Mirabello w/ Smokey Gray Granite 28 Only

Murano w/ Bahia Bluestone 28/20
Ocean Reef w/ Reflections 28/20
Palazzo w/ Bahia Bluestone 28/20*
Sag Harbor w/ Blue Beach Pebble 28/20     
Sahara w/ Sand Pebble 28/20
Sapphire Sunset w/ Sea Blue 28/20

PLEASE CHECK THE APPROPRIATE BOX:

ESTIMATE ORDER
If one box is not checked, we will consider this an estimate.  Please include your deposit check to expedite delivery!

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION Extended Service Contract $35
If this job has been submitted previously, please check the Additional box.

Tahitian Pearl w/ Tonga Reef 28/20
Terrazzo w/ Aquaria 28/20   
Tivoli w/ Sand Pebble 28/20
Tranquility Bay w/ Sea Blue 20 Only

Tumbled Stone w/ Reflections 28 Only

Turquoise Sun w/ Bahia Bluestone 28/20
Valencia w/ Midnight Blue Granite 28/20 
Volterra w/ Marine Sparkle 28/20
Westport w/ Marine Sparkle 28/20
All Solid Montauk Blue 28/20
All Solid Steel Grey 20 Only       

All Print 
Other   
Wall                          Floor

* While Supplies Last             

LOOP-LOC LUXURY LINER PATTERNS 



OPTIONAL LUXURY LINERS 3-YEAR EXTENDED SERVICE CONTRACT 
This contract when purchased at the time of placing your order will start from the factory shipping date by Loop-Loc, of the liner, 

and is valid for three full years.  (Subject to early termination conditions below).  This service contract is valid for Loop-Loc in-ground 
residential swimming pool liners only, with a wholesale value greater than $500. 
 In this contract “Consumer” shall mean a person who purchased and had installed an in-ground residential pool liner that was 
manufactured by Loop-Loc.  A “Dealer” shall mean any company who has purchased the in-ground swimming pool liner directly from 
Loop-Loc.  The liner must be installed in accordance with industry standard installation methods. 
LOOP-LOC’S OBLIGATION 
 In the event that the in-ground liner manufactured by Loop-Loc and installed in the consumer’s pool has a defect due to 
improper seam sealing that occurred at time of manufacturing, Loop-Loc shall be responsible for shipping, labor, and materials to repair 
and/or replace the liner up to the maximum protection coverage of $1000.  In all cases Loop-Loc will determine whether the liner covered 
by this extended service contract is defective (according to this contract).  “Defect” as described in this extended service contract is for 
Seam Separation only, which will cause the liner to be unable to hold water.  This contract does not cover and excludes: fit, color, mil, 
dimensions, or any other issues that may arise with the liner.  It is the “Dealers” responsibility to make sure that the liner they are installing 
in the “consumers” pool is labeled correctly for the liner ordered.  This contract will be considered null and void if the “dealer” installs a 
liner that is labeled different or has different measurements from the liner ordered.   

LOOP-LOC’S OBILIGATION TO THE “CONSUMER” HOLDING A VALID, PAID, EXTENDED SERVICE CONTRACT FOR $1000 IS 
SUBJECT TO THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS: 

1. The cost of labor that is incurred in the repair/replacement of the liner is limited to the actual repair/replacement of the liner, 
including pumping out of water and re-filling water in the pool, and freight charges for the new liner.  Does not include any 
repairs or reconstruction to the pool walls, floor or coping. 

2. Loop-Loc reserves the right to repair or replace the “defective” liner. 
3. Loop-Loc is not obligated to pay under this agreement until it approves of the person or dealer retained to repair/replace the 

liner.  However, Loop-Loc may at it’s discretion elect to do the work or retain a contractor to do the work. 
4. Loop-Loc will not be obligated to pay under this agreement if the liner was not installed following industry standard installation 

procedures.  
5. If under the terms of this agreement Loop-Loc decides to repair/replace the liner, the consumer shall be entitled to any number

of claims under this agreement, but the total of the claims shall not exceed a combined sum of $1000. When this combined sum 
has been rendered, or the three-year term expires, then this agreement shall terminate.   

6. If this agreement is enacted and Loop-Loc repairs/replaces the liner, then this service contract will expire, and a new extended
service contract must be purchased for the repaired liner and/or replaced liner. 

7. This extended service contract is non-transferable, and is only valid for the original consumer. 
8. All charges made under the terms of this agreement must be documented with proper receipts, and invoices from the parties 

doing the work or supplying materials covered by this contract prior to payment by Loop-Loc.  No payments will be made if 
legitimate receipts are not sent in. In all cases Loop-Loc has the final decision in regards to - what is a fair and customary fee - 
for work pertaining to the replacement of the liner. 

9. This extended service contract must be purchased only at the time the liner is ordered from Loop-Loc.  No exceptions 
will be made. 

This contract will be valid when purchased at time of order only, and when order is paid in full. Your extended service contract will 
always be referenced by your order number and customer name.  This extended service contract expires three years after date of 
shipping from Loop-Loc’s manufacturing facility. 

Dealer Name:_____________________________________  City/State:________________________________ 

Customer Name:______________________________ Order #:_______________________________________ 

Customer Address:___________________________________________________________________________ 

City/State/Zip:      _____________________________________________________________________________ 











Loop Loc Liner Measuring Guide 
1. Begin with a freehand sketch indicating the inside pool dimensions.  Be sure to include an 

accurate sketch of the hopper and pad. 

2. Establish two points, “A-B”.  The “AB” lines must be at least 3’ away from the pool and at least 
2/3 the length of the pool.  Be sure to indicate the “A-B” line location and orientation on your 
dealers sketch. 

3. Using chalk, or numbered 
tape placed on the 
receptor, mark and 
number points along the 
inside edge of the pool at 
approximately 3’ 
intervals.  Be sure to place 
points at the ends of 
straight walls at on the 
start and end points of step 
or bench locations.  Be 
sure to measure to the 
bead receptor and not to 
the coping edge.  The 
break line and the front of 
the hopper pad must be 
labeled separately. 

                                                        

4. Measurements should now be taken from point “A” to point #1, then point #2, all 
the way around the pool. Then measure from point “B” to the same point #1 and 
then #2, as you did from point “A”.  Measurements are listed in column format as 
shown.  A-B measurements must be taken to break line and front of the pad. 

5. Take cross-reference measurements across the break line and across the front of the pad.  Take 
several additional cross-reference dimensions between known points to determine the length, 
width and the shape of the pool.

6. Side slope offset distances and depth measurements are also required to correctly manufacture the 
liner. Starting at the pool wall located in the shallow end measure the distance from the shallow 

Note:  The “A-B” line must never cross the pool line and should be approximately 3’ away 
from the pool at the closest point (4’ away from pools over 44’ long). 



end floor to the bead receptor.  Another depth measurement should be taken at the break line to the 
bead receptor. 

Side slope distances should be taken at the front of the pad on either side of the pool, and a back 
slope distance should be taken from the back of the pad. 

To determine the side slope offsets along the pools slope a string should be pulled across two 
known points on the pool starting at the front of the hopper pad.  Once the string is pulled across 
use either a plumb bob or a pole to determine where the side slope meets the pool bottom.   

Once the location is determined, measure the distance from the receptor to the pole or plumb bob.  
Then measure the “down” or vertical distance along the length of the pole or the plumb bob line 
from the bead receptor to where the side slope meets the pool bottom.  Take the measurements on 
both sides of the pool from the same string line. Continue to move the string line up the hopper 
slope and take new measurements.  On a standard slope shape move the string line up the slope at 
approximately 3 to 4 foot intervals.  For a more complex shaped slope take more measurements on 
a tighter spacing. 

7. Be sure to fill out all applicable information contained on the measuring forms. In the notes or on 
your sketch please indicate a specific location for the placement of a wall seam.  The wall seam 
location will typically be placed in the center of a fiberglass stair or in the center of the shallow 
end if a location is not specified and the pool has no stairs. 

Also be sure to indicate the fit options that are required for his liner. 
All liners will be designed with a standard fit as a default unless another fit option is selected. 

A “Full” fit liner is slightly larger that a standard fit liner and can be easily installed in colder 
temperature areas.  A “Full” fit option is not recommended for warm weather installation.   

An Extra Snug liner can be used when a dealer is confronted with a roughly defined pool bottom.  
This tighter fitting design will be more forgiving during the installation lessening the chances of 
wrinkling.  This liner fit option is not recommended for installation in cold temperatures. 


